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Top drone applications in UK controlled airspace 

The UK permits 
access to controlled 
airspace via our Non-
Standard Flight 
(NSF) notification 
process 

 

We saw a ten fold 
increase in requests 
from 2015 to 2016. 
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A few myths and facts! 

Only the largest drones (above 7kg) pose a 
safety risk to other airspace users 

Drones is just a passing fad and dominated 
today by consumer toys and hobbyists 

Drones are only operated today in 
uncontrolled airspace  

There is no legislation today that governs 
drones and protects safety for other users 

Everybody is talking about commercial 
applications, but they don’t exist yet 

Safety is only an issue at low level and when 
flying Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) 
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No. Tests and research have shown that a 
250g drone could pose a risk to the public 

PWC forecast – Global drone services 
market will be worth over £100bn by 2025 

NATS provides access to operators via our 
Non-Standard Flight Notification Service 

There is already legislation but today it 
remains ambiguous and un-enforceable 

By July 2017, the UK CAA had issued over 
3,000 licenses to commercial operators 

Drone safety reports have even been filed at 
10,000 feet and beyond. 



The reality for UK airspace today 
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Visual Line of Sight?.... 
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BIG AIRCRAFT 
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A new approach to user education and 
raising awareness 
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Drone Safe 

• Set up by NATS, maintained by CAA 

• Single point of truth 

• Easy to understand 
 
 



The Drone Code 
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• Simple set of rules 
• Allows the user to see in 6 pictures what they can 

and can’t do 
• www.dronesafe.com 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.dronesafe.com/


32,000 drone flights  
in 12 months 

Access to this data enables 
us to better understand 
growth and patterns of 
usage in sensitive airspace 
and around airports 

 



Differences between manned and unmanned… 

Equipment lifecycle - A commercial aircraft has a lifetime in excess of 20 years – 
today’s drones last ~3 years 

Airworthiness - A commercial aircraft is certified as airworthy in accordance with a vast 
array of international standards for equipment and maintenance – a drone has no such 
requirements beyond that required for consumer electronics 

Pilots - An aircraft pilot is trained in all aspects of flight and is knowledgeable in the rules 
of the air – a commercial drone pilot is required to complete a week long training course 

Safety culture – We have consistently improved global safety through learning lessons 
and gathering data over many decades – we are starting from scratch with drones 

Number of users – There are already more active drone users registered on our App in 
the UK than there are commercial aircraft worldwide 

Navigation – Commercial aircraft are only equipped with internationally standardised 
technologies – drones are likely to use low level signals of opportunity 

 

 



UK government policy and forthcoming regulation  

EC and EASA appear committed to new international regulation 

• Draft EASA regulation is due to come into effect in 2019 that is necessary to 
support current Visual Line of Sight (VLOS) operations 

• These require all States to implement electronic ID, drone/user registration and 
publication of new airspace classifications 

• The EC has already published its view of the UTM environment or ‘U space’ in 
which they envisage the rollout of four phases of UTM 

UK government policy is seeking to lead ahead of regulation 

• UK government is already implementing user and drone registration, consumer 
on-line training and new airspace classifications limiting drone use 

• A new Drone Bill has just been announced that will be consulted in Spring 2018  



What is Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM)? 

Mission requirements 

Who is flying? 

Which drone are they flying? 

Where are they seeking to fly? 

When have they filed a request? 

What is the desired mission? 

UTM solutions 
Education, awareness and enforcement 

Drone registration at point of sale 

Certification and qualification of 
commercial drone operator 

Tiers of airspace including national 
publication of ‘no-fly zones’ 

Real time flight notifications 

4D trajectory and flight planning 

Drone CNS capability 

 



NATS is committed to implementing a UK-wide 
UTM service, fully integrated with manned aviation 

High level operations above FL600 

Civil/Mil controlled airspace  
Drones likely to emulate IFR 

Drone no-fly zones without  
airspace permission 

VLOS low risk 
Very Low Level (VLL) 

Higher risk operations – requiring registration,  insurance, flight monitoring, etc 

Mixed environment – manned and unmanned 
Increased electronic conspicuity 

Need for greater situational awareness 
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The future of automated traffic management? 



Selection of longer term applications 

Personal Air Taxi 

Remote cargo operations 

Regional broadband 

3d printed drones 



The key messages to take away today 

Drones are already a reality and the potential benefits are immense 

The risk to other airspace users remains uncertain and therefore the 
disruption to commercial aviation is already on the increase 

The well trodden path for managing safety no longer applies – and yet 
we would be wrong to ignore the lessons of the last 60 years 

A new form of automated traffic management is likely to emerge that 
will support the safe introduction of drones alongside GA 

BVLOS operations offer the greatest long term benefit but it should not 
adversely affect todays aviation standards   
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